Abstract. Multiple-scale and spectral (Galerkin) techniques are employed to analyze the long-wave stability of a simple periodic helical flow at large Reynolds numbers. For a certain class of long-wave perturbations the corresponding mathematical problem admits an exact asymptotic solution, showing that the helical flow is always unstable.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the limit of ideal nonviscous (R = oo) fluid is studied in detail (Sec. II). The results obtained are then extended to the case of large Reynolds numbers (Sec. III).
All the equations are written in the nondimensional form with d , d/VQ, V0 taken as units of length, time, and velocity, correspondingly. 
where V = (V, (x, y, z, t), V2(x, y, z, t), V3(x, y, z, /)) div V = 0.
Let h be the ABC-flow:
(A sin z + B cosy A cos z + C sin x B sin y + C cosx
Since roth = h, h is a solution of the Euler equation (1) . The linearization of Eq. We are seeking solutions of (5) which are 2^-periodic in x, y, z. Hence, the
integration of (5) from 0 to 2n in x, y, and z yields E Jo Jo Jo r0ti"e[h X TOii"e u] dx dy dz = °'
We now consider e as a small parameter and seek a solution of the system (5), (6) in the form of an asymptotic expansion in powers of e :
u(x, y, z, Z, tj, 8, t) = U0 + eu, + £2u2 + • • • .
Thus for the e°-approximation of (5) For u0 in the form (9), the integral relationship (6) for ^-approximation is automatically satisfied. In order to determine the coefficients in (9) we have to pass to the e1 -approximation in (5) and ^-approximation in (6), Thus, in view of (9), the second equation in (10) Note that the first two vectors in the right-hand side of (11) (v and (5) belong exactly to these subspaces. In view of the specific choice of coefficients in (9), direct evaluation of rot^ 0 u0 yields j (1# -7&) cosv -(t^ + Hf) sinrA
On the other hand, in view of (12) Or (rotx.i-z wo) + roWh xi] = 0.
Direct evaluation yields: 
In view of (9) 
In the seeking of solutions of (5) -gfr cos y + -gf sin y OX. , ox
On the other hand 
Jo Jo Jo 
where the truncated terms vanish after integration. Thus, after integration (25) becomes
In fact, rot^g of both sides of (25) are equal. Thus, in principle, one can add grad F{£, rj, 6, x) to the right-hand side. However, divgradF eO or A. gF = 0. Since we are seeking bounded solutions of this equation in the whole space, F = 0. Thus, (17) and (28) f It should be noted that the relation (5) differs from that which was recently proposed in the work of Moffatt [9] , where the similar system was analyzed by variational methods. 
where _ <92u <92u 52u tie11 -d^2 + dti2 + ge2-We repeat the procedure of seeking the asymptotic expansion for a solution of the scaled Euler equation (5) to the scaled form of the Navier-Stokes equation (36). The integral relationship, obtained through integration of (28) The ^-approximation of (37) is the same as that of (5):
We seek u0 in the form (9) ul a0(rj, 6 , r)g0 + /?(£, 0, r)f0 + j>0({ , f], r)e0 G, = 0
The e1-approximation of (37) yields £(TOtryz U0) " r0tv,,[h X rot^ Uol + rOt^,0(h X (U0 " r0tvyz M -roVv--(Avy-uo) = -rotAj;;th X (u, -rotvv. Uj )], )
dlVvv--U1 = -div<ff?& U0-
The first equation in (40) is distinguished from the first equation in (10) only by the last term on the left-hand side. Hence, in view of (17) (and instead of it), we get = _a -= _B £Zo = _v .
Thus, a0, P0, and y0 are exponentially decaying in x and so of no interest to us. As already stated, the integral relationship for e'-approximation remains intact when we pass from the scaled Euler equations to the scaled Navier-Stokes equation at large Reynolds numbers. Thus, Eqs. (28) are valid, since the condition div^.Uj = -div^ eUj remains intact.
Thus, the final system of equations is dai rÃ~d As for the case of Beltrami flow, one may consider only solutions of (36) depending only on z , £,, rj, and t. 
<k*2 + r2
W3 -K0|y4|l as R -> oo (cf. 31-33, and Fig. 1 ).
IV. Concluding remark. The undertaken study shows that at large Reynolds numbers there exists a wide class of long-wave perturbations destabilizing the basic ABCflows.
The proposed asymptotic analysis clearly does not apply to the perturbations, whose wave-length is comparable to period 2nd of the basic flow. In a real situation as the wave-number \Jk2 + I2 + m2 increases, the instability rates a>( are (RV2CT Fig. 1 . Rate of instability parameter w, versus perturbation wavenumber p* = \jl"2 + m*2 in region p*d~R~l<^l.
expected to slow down and eventually even to change sign when the perturbation wave-length becomes comparable to 2nd (cf. Green [2] ).
Finally, regarding the quasi-isotropic case A = B = C -1 , the found transition from stability at R ~ 1 [12] to instability at R » 1 resembles the similar effect observed in the 2-D system of triangular eddies [18] .
